
Woolloomooloo Rising 16/6/11

Meeting minutes:

Present: Sage, George, Amir, Carlyn.

Apologies: Carole Ann, Helen

Reporting back:

- Sage reported back on Clover Moore answering a question in Parliament about alcohol and

anti-social behaviour in Tom Uren Square. Nothing really new was said!

- Sage gave out copies of an article:  And introduction to Australia’s Housing Affordability

Problem: Causes and Solution.

- Carlyn has set up email address woolloomooloorising@gmail.com Password is:

sheeploocowloo

- Carlyn sent around criteria to filter issues to speak up about to consider

New issues:

George raised that Carole Ann’s neighbour Diane took photos of Salvos setting up TV screens  for

homeless to watch the footy in Tom Uren Square – it is feared that these photos with a letter of

complaint will be sent to Clover Moore. A discussion about how we should respond.

It was agreed that we don’t want to be aggressive in our response or start from a combative place.

It was decided that we continue to take note of opposing voices but not necessarily to respond to

each one for now.

Discussion about questionnaire content – revised questions:

Plan to survey rough sleepers:  Brainstorming questions

1. What is your biggest need?

2. Do you want to be housed?

3. What do you see as the biggest things that stop you from getting housed?

- too many forms to fill out

- cost of rent too high

- I’m on the waiting list for public housing

- I’m not eligible for public housing

- I’m not ready to look for housing

- other.......................................................................................................

4. Where do you go to get help and what kind of help do you want?

5. Do you have someone helping you with housing?

6. Why do you sleep in Woolloomooloo?

7. Why are you not staying in crisis accommodation? Select as many of the following options that

apply

● Money/Cost

● Rules

● Banning

mailto:woolloomooloorising@gmail.com


● Safety

● Lack of beds available

● Induction process

● Issues with other people

● Prefer to stay on the street

● Other.....................................................................

8. Where do you feel most safe? What would make you feel safer?

9. What rights do you think that homeless people have?

10. If you could change one thing, what would it be?

Optional information about you:

How old are you?: Gender:

Place of origin:

How long have you been homeless?

How long have you been staying in Woolloomooloo?

Amir raised the need to develop some mechanisms/structures around how decisions are made

within the group. This included voting/decision making via consenus, and needing to determine who

can be involved in the decision making/voting. i.e can a new person vote on a decision made the day

they come.

We need to keep seriously thinking about this.

Homework:

Have a look at the filter question example that Carlyn sent out. Please think about how this could be

adapted for our context – what are the questions that we would use?


